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Paris – London: empirical philosophy, 
invention and the Hartlib Circle
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Abstract
Using the papers of Samuel Hartlib, the author examines the empirical research into the 
natural world affected in France and England during the early 17th century, the making of the 
instruments needed for this research, and the transmission of technical ideas between France 
and England.
Keywords  : Hartlib, Gassendi, Mersenne, Oldenburg, making of instruments, trans-
mission, magnetism, music.
Résumé. Paris – Londres : le cercle Hartlib, la philosophie 
empirique et l’invention
À travers les papiers de Samuel Hartlib, l’auteur examine les recherches empiriques 
sur la nature menées en France et en Angleterre dans la première moitié du xviie siècle, 
la production des instruments nécessaires pour de telles recherches, ainsi que la trans-
mission des idées techniques entre la France et l’Angleterre.
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“Seeing you care not much for 
ye philosophicall discourses of our 
Club, you are not 
looke for many reall Experiments 
from Frenchmen”
Henry Oldenburg’s remark, in one of 
his regular letters to Hartlib reporting 
philosophical and cultural news and 
events garnered while living in Paris 
during 1659 as tutor to Robert Boyle’s 
nephew Richard Jones, seems dismissive 
but is perhaps only ironic. Oldenburg, 
who had been in the city since April, had 
already had time to discover the range 
of possibilities it offered, and was just 
beginning to be accepted in its cultural 
circles. On 18 June, a week before his 
letter to Hartlib, he had described to the 
lawyer Pierre Saporta (1613-c.  1685), in 
Castres, meetings that he had attended 
at the private, but nonetheless, regular 
semi-permanently structured discussion 
circle that met in Habert de Montmor’s 
town residence for philosophical 
discourse and discussion, and at the daily 
assemblies in the Hôtel of the President 
de Thou “where everything indifferently 
is discussed, but mainly what goes 
on in the world and newly published 
interesting books2”. He described 
in some detail an account of vision 
given by Jacques Rohault at one of his 
regular weekly lecture-demonstrations, 
which had included the dissection of 
an eye and experiments with lenses3. 
If initially Oldenburg was somewhat 
disappointed by the level of activity in 
chemical medicine that he found in Paris 
Hic Parisijs multa promittunt, sed pauca 
præstant (‘here in Paris many promise 
much, but few perform’)4, it is clear from 
some other of his remarks that even if 
he was not always well-informed5, there 
was a great deal happening in Paris to 
hold his interest.
Less so perhaps for Samuel Hartlib. 
Oldenburg’s remark quoted at the 
beginning is clearly a response to a 
reflection by Hartlib in a now lost 
letter (probably that of 13  June 1659), 
a disgruntled comment no doubt 
on the penchant for philosophising 
that Oldenburg had reported from 
the Montmor Academy. The “reall 
Experiments” that were not to be 
expected in France were experiments 
such as Hartlib would accept as ‘reall’, 
which was not necessarily the same as 
those that savants in the French capital 
thought they needed. Other slightly 
jaundiced remarks by Oldenburg are 
also not automatically to be taken 
at face value. To Boyle on 23  July he 
wrote that “We have severall meetings 
here of philosophers and statists6 wch 
I carry yr nevew to, for to study men, 
as well as books; though ye French 
naturalists are more discursive, yn 
active or experimentall. In the meane 
time the Italian proverb is true: le parole 
sono femine, le fatti maschii7.” Like 
his comment to Hartlib, this inelegant 
remark probably applies specifically to 
the Montmor and Thuanian meetings 
where emphasis was indeed placed 
on discussion and philosophising. 
Nonetheless as Oldenburg would 
shortly discover, experiments (though 
more often for demonstration than for 
investigation) were performed at the 
Montmor assemblies to which Rohault 
took his apparatus, and which, in the 
very year that Oldeburg was present was 
turning, following the death of Gassendi 
in 1655 and the violent confrontation of 
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Roberval and de Montmor in late 1658, 
away from speculations about causes 
which could easily lead to dissension, 
towards research into bodies, techniques 
and instrumentation which offered a 
neutral, non-divisive terrain for activity8.
The Montmor academy however was 
not co-extensive with activity in natural 
philosophy in mid-17th century Paris, and 
Oldenburg’s view was not entirely an 
objective one. In his letters he comments 
on what he sees in ways that he expects 
to be acceptable to his correspondents. 
This means that in writing to Hartlib he 
reports on practical discussions (such as 
that he had with Roberval concerning 
Descartes’ views on hyperbolical 
lenses)9, on investigative experiments, 
on inventions, on chemical preparations 
and particularly on chemical medicines. 
Philosophising, rational discussion 
seeking causes, explanations, theories 
seeking the reasons of things however 
were less welcome. Hartlib’s utilitarian 
orientation, his belief in the perfectibility 
of human life in society through 
industry, humility and dependence on 
God, meant that a good deal that was 
essential to French natural philosophy in 
the mid-century would be uncongenial 
to him. Fundamentally, it may be for 
this reason that, the practical difficulties 
of communication with a catholic 
state, language, correspondence and 
correspondents set apart, what was 
drawn by Hartlib and his circle from 
France is substantially rather little —  a 
certain amount of news, much of it trivial, 
information about publications and 
research, knowledge of institutions and 
events. It was the last that was probably 
the most important for it was knowledge 
of institutions such as Renaudot’s Bureau 
d’adresse, of activities such as lens-
polishing that were provoking serious 
attention in Paris, and the efficacy of 
Mersenne’s correspondence network 
that provided essential inspiration, 
models for emulation and much needed 
psychological and emotional reassurance 
for Hartlib’s similar undertakings.
Approaches 
The world-view of the cultural 
nation in mid-17th  century France 
was a patchwork of compromise and 
contradiction. Aristotelianism, which still 
determined the categories of knowledge 
and the structure of institutional 
learning, was only just beginning to 
be challenged by a thorough-going 
mechanism, and the force of this attack 
was partly dissipated by the dissension 
of its two main proponents, Gassendi and 
Descartes. Compromises had already 
been made between the old and the 
new cosmology10, but traditional galenic 
and iatro-chemical medicine were in a 
state of open hostility. Nonetheless this 
did not prevent a medical traditionalist 
such as Guy Patin from also being a 
free-thinker on amiable terms with 
advanced mechanists such as Gassendi 
and Neuré11. Advanced techniques of 
research, of thinking or of demonstration 
could co-exist with traditional practices 
and beliefs, creating an intellectual 
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confusion which compounded social 
and cultural insecurity. One distinctive 
element of apparent modernity, but, 
as the correspondence of Mersenne 
and Theodore Haak would reveal, in 
fact already having a long history, was 
an increasing emphasis on empirical 
methods and procedures, an emphasis 
that encouraged an experimental 
approach to nature and with it an interest 
in the techniques of artisans and in the 
development of instruments, methods 
and tools for carrying out experiments.
Experiment, empiricism, artisanal 
techniques especially as these could 
be viewed as useful and improvable, 
are all concepts which seem congruent 
with the ideas of Hartlib and his circle. 
The key element —  empiricism  — 
needs however to be somewhat more 
closely defined. In the 17th  century it 
can be seen as that approach to the 
natural world which insists that all 
reasoning about it should be based on 
sense experience. This experience may 
or may not be experimentally derived, 
with or without the use of instruments 
or apparatus, but it is always supposed 
to be derived from things. It is never a 
priori although it may be derived with 
the help of hypotheses. Such a definition 
embraces both observational studies 
such as astronomy and botany, and 
manipulative ones such as anatomy 
and chemistry. Such empiricism is an 
attitude to nature, a habit of mind, 
which is to some extent independent 
of the philosophy used to order and 
interpret the phenomena observed or 
discovered, be it mechanical, hermetic, 
humanist, Aristotelian, mathematical or 
an amalgam of some or all of them. Such 
empiricism can also draw on a variety 
of sources, casual or programmed 
observation, artisanal procedures, 
controlled experimentation12.
Because of the noisy propaganda of the 
self-elected followers of Francis Bacon in 
mid-17th  century England, historians of 
the development of natural philosophy 
in that country have been unable to 
avoid empiricism. Indeed so much was 
it vaunted by otherwise apparently 
unproductive enthusiasts, that there 
has even been a historiographical 
tendency to play down its importance. 
In France, although the empirical 
tendency was just as widespread, it 
was rarely presented as an exclusive 
way for arriving at truth, but was rather 
used as a technique in the building of 
philosophical explanations, not being 
perceived as in itself a philosophy. 
As a result, although historians of the 
early years of the Académie royale 
des sciences such as Harcourt Brown, 
René Taton, Roger Hahn and Trevor 
McClaughin13, have been fully aware of 
the highly empirical nature of that body 
in its early years as of its predecessors, 
the sources of that orientation in the 
earlier decades of the century have been 
little explored. Because of the accident 
that it was the philosophical writings 
of the two greatest savants of the mid-
century, Descartes and Gassendi that 
were of primary interest to their 18th 
and 19th  century commentators, their 
empirical work — which is fundamental 
to all Gassendi’s output and is not 
negligible in that of Descartes14  — has 
been less studied and with it the whole 
empirical investigative movement of 
which it was a part and from which it 
emerged.
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A model: Peiresc
Empiricism was indeed just as 
widespread in France during the middle 
decades of the 17th  century as it was in 
England. Although its antecedents reach 
back to the 16th  century, to Ramus and 
Bernard Palissy15, the immediate source is 
Peiresc and the network of observers that 
he organised in Provence and elsewhere. 
Peiresc, the equivalent in his generation 
of Mersenne and Hartlib in theirs, was 
universally curious and universally 
communicative. His correspondence, 
which reached across Europe and even 
into the Middle East, was voluminous 
so much so that, although seven stout 
volumes and several supplements have 
been published since 1887 it is still 
not entirely available. Matter for the 
thousands of his letters was supplied 
from the hours passed observing, 
dissecting, recording and comparing 
natural and artificial phenomena. 
Peiresc’s researches ranged throughout 
the natural and human worlds from 
the satellites of Jupiter to the eyes of 
the chameleon, from Roman calculating 
instruments to renaissance medals, from 
Persian cats to Egyptian antiquities and 
geological specimens. A compulsive 
collector of both books and objects and 
with the means to pursue them, Peiresc 
was no magpie. Behind his accumulating 
was a consuming desire to understand 
the structure and organisation of the 
natural world and the social and spatial 
relations of ancient societies16.
Understanding for Peiresc came from 
observation and experience, from the 
empirical examination of things, not 
from ideas and theories about them. 
If his innate humanism meant that all 
phenomena would be compared with 
those recorded in the writings surviving 
from Classical and Later Antiquity17, 
what he most valued was precision of 
depiction whether verbal or pictorial18. 
It was a similar concern that he sought 
in his correspondents and collaborators, 
and it was this desire for precise, detailed, 
observed knowledge that led him into 
some long programmes of investigation. 
If the most important of these was 
probably his exploration of some of 
the avenues for astronomical research 
opened up by Galileo and the telescope, 
carried out in collaboration primarily 
with Joseph Gaultier and Gassendi, 
other undertakings such as those on the 
anatomy of eyes and the nature of vision 
carried out with Gassendi, the attempt to 
map the moon with the help of Gassendi 
and Claude Mellan, or to co-ordinate 
observations on the nature of winds 
using a whole network of local observers 
in Provence, are just as indicative of his 
approach19.
Observe, record, organise other 
competent observers to observe and 
record, co-ordinate the results and 
communicate them so that they shall 
be of use. Such was the approach of 
Peiresc who may, to the Hartlib circle, 
have seemed something of a role model 
of the virtuous, Christian humanist-
philosopher, commonwealth-gentleman. 
Certainly in 1651 Thomas Smith (1624-
1661)20 was discussing with Hartlib the 
possibility of translating Gassendi’s 
biography of him into English. Smith 
is ‘very unwilling’ not to please Hartlib 
in the matter (which implies that it 
was Hartlib who was pressing him to 
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undertake the task), but although he had 
intended to make an attempt at it he has 
been distracted by other literary activity. 
Moreover he is despondent about getting 
any help with it from his Cambridge 
colleagues Ralph Widdrington21 and 
Henry More22 ‘and people think 
that there will be no sale for an Engl 
translation as long as the Latin (which 
is reprinting) can be had cheaply’23. 
Perhaps the only person really qualified 
to do it was Thomas Fuller (author of the 
Holy Warre), but if he will not undertake it 
then Smith will, even though no English 
publisher will look at it while the Latin 
version is in press. Eventually the work 
was translated by William Rand, an 
unlicensed London physician associated 
with Hartlib and Bejamin Worsley, who 
had earlier translated material for the 
third edition of Hartlib’s Legacy (1655). It 
was published in 1657 with a dedication 
to John Evelyn, another figure in Hartlib’s 
circle and one who, by the nature of his 
humanism and universal curiosity, could 
be assimilated to Peiresc24.
Mersenne, the mid-century and instrumentation
If Peiresc’s activities struck a 
respondent chord with those of Samuel 
Hartlib, they were similarly consonant 
with those of his younger contemporary 
and correspondent Marin Mersenne. The 
similarities will be evident. Like Peiresc, 
Mesenne observed, and recorded, 
communicated with other investigators 
and provided the means by which they 
could communicate with each other. 
Recipient himself of Peiresc’s patronage 
in the publication of his works on 
music25, Mersenne encouraged others 
to make their writings known and 
constantly goaded his correspondents to 
write, translate and publish. Inevitably 
there were differences of emphasis. More 
intellectual than Peiresc, Mersenne, 
like Gassendi, gave a greater place to 
“philosophising”, reflecting about the 
reasons for things, than Peiresc, and a 
far greater importance than either of 
them to mathematics26. Even so Hartlib, 
and the members of his circle, would 
have responded strongly to Mersenne’s 
enthusiasm for digests of knowledge, 
for coordinated, subsidised, research by 
many hands, and to the fundamental 
place he accorded to experiment and 
observation. In an expansive moment 
to Theodore Haak, Mersenne outlined 
some of these concerns. He described a 
plan for correcting faults in encyclopedic 
works such as those of Jerome Cardan27 
or Giovanni Battista della Porta28, 
another for noting in philosophical and 
theological works passages which were 
merely probable, those which were 
unnecessary, and those which were 
“absolutely true”. “But’, he continues, 
‘there is no pleasure in that if one does 
not meet with other people having the 
same aim; for there are experiments to 
be made in medicine, chemistry, tillage, 
mechanics, etc; such that one man alone 
cannot do if he is not subsidised in it by a 
King or a Republic29”.
The empirical world of Mersenne and 
the savants of mid-17th  century France 
whom he wished to see work together, 
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was filled with measurements — of bricks 
and metals before and after heating, or of 
human bodies alive and dead to see if the 
latter gained in weight; of observations 
of the behaviour of magnets, the 
movements of the heavenly bodies, 
(the positions of which could also be 
measured), of the behaviour of mercury 
in tubes, or the crystalline structure of 
snowflakes. Bizzarities in the form of 
monstrous births or outlandish medical 
conditions were regularly recorded 
and some systematic programmes of 
investigative research, such as those into 
the figuring of lenses, were undertaken. 
If they were not all particularly fruitful, 
they nonetheless had the common aim 
of dispelling popular error. This was a 
primary objective.
Measurement, observation, recording 
however were not simple, nor 
inexpensive, activities. All required 
instruments and apparatus. Empirical 
investigation of the natural world at 
anything beyond the most superficial 
level involved the acquisition, 
development, understanding and use of 
a wide range of instruments. It therefore 
implied, and required, the services of 
several different craft skills at a high level 
of competence. It was here in the artisan 
world of production, of mechanics and 
technicians that the new empiricism of 
natural philosophers met, and fused, 
with the old-established activity of 
practical mathematics.
Traditional natural philosophy, 
that invented by the friars in the 
13th  century and institutionalised 
in the new universities30, had little 
need for instruments except for some 
demonstration devices such as the 
armillary sphere in astronomy. The 
rapid growth of interest in astrology in 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 
however was potent in increasing 
demand, particularly for the astrolabe31, 
and the diffusion of the new geared, 
weight-clocks provoked a demand for 
sundials to set them. This rising demand 
led to the appearance of a new group 
of skilled craftsmen specialised in the 
making of clocks, sundials, astrolabes, 
globes, armillary spheres and equatoria, 
which all required engraving skills and 
a modicum of mathematical knowledge. 
The development of this group was 
favoured by the Renaissance rediscovery 
of ancient mathematics and the spread 
of mathematical techniques to a variety 
of practical activities such as navigation, 
fortification, siege-craft, land surveying 
and bookkeeping. In the history of 
instruments and instrument-making, 
what characterises the Renaissance is 
less the quite large number of would-be 
novel, but actually often rather traditional 
devices proposed by ambitious 
inventors, but the establishment of 
permanent workshops specialised in 
the production of such items of small 
scale but relatively precise technology, 
and the appearance of the mathematical 
practitioner, a ‘technical-professional’ 
who had hardly existed before32.
Neither France nor England was in 
the vanguard of these developments. 
Although isolated instances of 
sophisticated early activity occur such as 
the, as yet not localised, workshop that 
produced a small group of astrolabes 
associated with Edward  III of England, 
that which produced the quadrants 
associated with the court of Richard  II 
of England, and the late fourteenth-
early fifteenth century workshop of 
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Jean Fusoris33, in neither country can 
anything approaching permanent 
workshops producing a range of items 
in precision technology be discerned 
before the second half of the 16th century. 
Such workshops, which perhaps first 
emerged in Italy among the artists shops 
surrounding the courts such as that of 
the Volpaia dynasty or, slightly later, 
those of Falconi and G.B. Giusti34, were 
nonetheless mixed in both production 
and demand, and workmen tended to 
be polyvalent. Philippe Danfrie (c. 1525-
1606), the Paris maker about whom 
most is known from this period was by 
trade a type-cutter and founder who 
produced innovative ‘civilité’ printing 
types, made dies for coins, medals and 
jetons, and tools for book-binders as well 
as mathematical instruments. In 1582, he 
was appointed mint-master to Henri  III 
(Contrôleur des monnaies), a post that he 
retained under Henri  IV. At the same 
time he continued making instruments 
and, exceptionally among makers, 
invented two new instruments, one of 
which was to have a long and successful 
future, and published them in a book, 
which he wrote and printed himself 
using type that he had also cut and cast 
himself35.
Philippe Danfrie was an outstanding 
maker and would have been at any 
period. In the variety of his activities 
however he was entirely typical of 
his age. The men who serviced the 
mathematical practitioners of the 16th 
and 17th  centuries were seldom yet the 
specialists they would become in the 
18th  century. Rather they were general 
‘mechanicians’ building up a range of 
competences on the basis of training in 
one particular activity. Many of them 
were primarily horologists, others 
general metalworkers, founders or 
engravers, still others specialists in ivory, 
tortoiseshell or precious woods, others 
again were enamellers or glass-workers. 
Whatever the case, it is the variety 
of skills and the adaptability of their 
possessors, which was of importance 
to Peiresc, Mersenne and the members 
of their circles, the increasing number 
of amateurs of nature, of mathematical 
practitioners, of investigators and 
inventors in Paris and the regions. 
Capable artisans in precision technology 
would be called upon to respond both to 
new needs for instruments and apparatus 
stemming from savants and natural 
philosophers, and to the development of 
inventions, tools, and machines requisite 
for an expanding society intent upon 
improvement. 
Hartlib and his Paris correspondents
Knowledge of the artisan world 
of skilled craftsmen that underlies, 
and to some extent made possible the 
philosophical activities of Mersenne and 
his friends is still somewhat limited. 
It is a patchwork with many holes 
rather than a tapestry of harmonious 
design. Some of the holes though can 
be filled with information deriving from 
Hartlib’s papers so it is unfortunate 
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that his contacts with France were not 
more regular, substantial and direct. 
In the 1630s, although he was not 
totally without news from Paris, what 
Hartlib learnt was spasmodic and 
without continuity. It was also largely 
anecdotal, even sensational, rather 
than ameliorative of man’s spiritual 
or physical condition. Thus he was 
informed of the wild prophecies, which 
led their utterer to the Bastille, that the 
French king should become the Holy 
Roman Emperor while the Turks drove 
the Pope out of Italy to Avignon36, but 
knew no more of Gassendi in 1635 than 
that Henry Gellibrand esteemed him 
highly “as one of the best Astronomers 
of France37”, and nothing at all about 
the appointment by Richelieu in 1634 of 
a special committee of mathematicians 
to examine the claims of Jean Baptiste 
Morin (1583-1656) to have found a 
solution to the Longitude problem38. 
Since Morin’s was probably the most 
important — and the most publicised — 
attempt to resolve the longitude problem 
in either France or England during the 
early 17th century, and since Hartlib was 
assiduous in noting developments in this 
subject being particularly interested in 
the work of Gellibrand and Henry Bond, 
this is a significant lacuna39.
Until 1639 when Theodore Haak and 
Marin Mersenne began correspondence, 
Hartlib and his friends were cut off 
from a particularly fruitful period 
of French intellectual life when the 
interlocking correspondence networks 
of Peiresc (until 1637) and Mersenne 
facilitated a free and rapid exchange of 
information in France and elsewhere 
in Europe, spreading in particular the 
explosive ideas of Galileo. The late 1620s 
and 1630s were also the period when 
Mersenne published most of his major 
works, when his correspondence with 
Descartes was well-established, and 
when a particularly interesting technical 
ad venture was under way as the 
optician Jean Ferrier attempted to grind 
hyperbolic lenses following Descartes 
precepts40. Even so, it is a question 
how much of this activity would have 
been of interest to Hartlib at a period 
when his attention seems to have been 
concentrated on pansophia, educational 
reform and piety41. Philosophy seems 
never to have been much to his taste 
“Cartes [sic], Bisterfeld, Comenius begin 
their philosophy a priori. But they will 
find themselves deceived. Iungius goes 
more warily and derives a posterior, not 
caring so much to teach as first to find 
out truth that may not be gainsayd42”. 
Empirical activity and research were 
acceptable, but mathematics, which 
was to become increasingly important 
to Mersenne in his later years, was also 
suspect. ‘For as Cartes says it polishes 
mainly the Rational faculty. They may 
make themselves a new <actual> world 
of most curious and exquisite subtiltys 
in which there is no end. But then if it is 
not applied to some noble use in human 
life it is mere vanity. Therefore we see 
that Mersenne applies all the straine of 
his Mathematickes to the perfecting of 
Music’43.
This was to interpret Mersenne as if 
he was framed in Hartlib’s mould rather 
than his own. Hartlib, haunted by a sense 
of man’s fallen state and dependence 
upon God’s providence could never 
have the same confidence in rational 
philosophy as Descartes, Mersenne or 
Gassendi. In his Ephemerides for 1639, 
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immediately after notes which derive 
from the letters recently received by 
Haak from Mersenne, Hartlib comments.
The greatest philosophers should 
address themselves more to God in 
prayers and in holy life and so they 
should finde out more the secrets of 
Nature then ever they have done.
Eg we see it in Cartes glosses 
though his demonstrations bee 
never so punctual yet it will not doe 
the reason is because God is so little 
regarded in the matter as if human 
wit were able to accomplish all.
And it may be an obvious small 
matter is wanting which God hides 
of purpose from his and other 
exp<eriment>s44.
Hartlib, preoccupied with Pansophia 
and pressing inventions45 delegated the 
French correspondence to Haak. It was 
probably just as well.
Pell, Mersenne, Haak and magnetism
Mersenne, as noted above, had his 
own universalist dreams. Haak made an 
auspicious start to their correspondence 
by sending him a copy of John Pell’s ‘Idea 
of Mathematics’46. Although Mersenne 
thought this over ambitious, he was 
nonetheless highly interested and it also 
served to introduce Pell himself into 
the correspondence. Thereafter in the 
first group of letters to have survived, 
Pell and Mersenne exchanged almost 
exclusively mathematical letters in Latin, 
while Mersenne and Haak wrote about 
more general matters in the vernacular. 
In particular they wrote about a topic 
that fascinated them both — magnetism.
The exchange of information between 
London and Paris about magnetism 
in the early 1640s may be considered 
as one of the Hartlib group’s most 
positive achievements in advancing 
knowledge since it brought to the 
notice of French scholars a major series 
of English observations of which they 
were entirely ignorant. These were 
the strictly controlled observations on 
magnetic compasses carried out in early 
1634 by Henry Gellibrand that led him 
to postulate that changes in magnetic 
declination at London that had previously 
been thought to arise from observational 
errors, were in fact a function of time. 
This postulate, the first and major step 
towards formulation of the concept 
of ‘secular variation’, the ‘variation 
of the variation’ as contemporaries 
called it, had been difficult even for its 
formulators to accept, and they were 
led to it only because of a very specific 
concatenation of intellectual and social 
circumstances47. Some of this difficulty 
was already reflected in a note made by 
Hartlib in his Ephemerides in early 1630:
Gelebrands variation of the 
needle a Rare Experilent if 2. Or 3. 
More (one not knowing of the other) 
had lighted by the same rules or 
<calculations> observations upon 
the same Experiment. Wats’48.
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Unknown to Hartlib, or indeed to 
the experimenters themselves, such 
a situation had by accident partly 
occurred. In the first letter that he wrote 
in response to Haak’s initiative for a 
regular correspondence, Mersenne 
accompanied a request for information 
about a good lodestone in England with 
a copy of an essay on magnetism that he 
had written for the use of Athanasius 
Kircher then working on his Magnes49. To 
the amazement of Hartlib and his friends 
it revealed that Mersenne knew nothing 
either of Gellibrand’s enunciation of 
the temporal change in declination or 
magnetic inclination50. This so impressed 
Hartlib that he made a special note 
of it ‘Mersenne left out the 2 greatest 
Magneticall Experiments which Pell will 
suggest to him’51. A copy of Gellibrand’s 
book was immediately sent off and this, 
by mid-January 1640 (once Mersenne 
had had it translated) was in its turn 
causing astonishment in Paris52.
It also provoked reflection and 
experiment. Already in February the 
group in Paris were trying to asses 
different estimates of the declination 
there53, while Gassendi in Provence to 
whom Mersenne had communicated 
Gellibrand’s book as he had news of it 
to several other of his correspondents 
such as Descartes, Antoine Vatier and 
Christophe Villiers, began to think that 
measurements of declination that he 
had made a few years earlier but had 
considered aberrant as they did not 
conform with received values might 
have had some sense after all54. By May, 
further astounded by more comparative 
declination figures, this time obtained by 
English navigators in the Davis Strait, 
Mersenne was also avowing that all 
this did seem to agree with the English 
theory that magnetic declination was 
diminishing with time55.
Mersenne’s mildly favourable 
comments in May 1640 depended 
upon much the same criteria as those 
earlier enumerated by Hartlib —  the 
concordance of several observations 
made independently and without 
knowledge of each other. Hartlib 
however seems not to have noted 
this agreement which, to the French 
philosophers, did not seem conclusive. 
Pierre Petit (1598-1677), was therefore 
set to work to make new measurements 
while Mersenne wondered if it would 
not be necessary to wait for at least ten 
or twenty years before being sure that 
the Paris declination value was really 
diminishing56. It was presumably in 
pursuance of this programme that twenty 
years later Pierre Petit, still working on 
declination, sent a measurement of it 
(c. 1 east) to Henry Oldenburg in October 
166057.
It was thanks to Hartlib’s corres-
pondence circle that news of the 
possibility that there was a temporal 
variation in magnetic declination 
reached Paris, and it was thanks to 
Mersenne’s correspondence circle that, 
as Pumfrey has put it, “Gellibrand’s 
work entered the publications of Kircher 
(1641), Fournier (1643), Descartes (1644), 
Grandami (1645), Gassendi (1649) and 
thence into the ‘archive’ of magnetic 
philosophy58”. Declination however 
was not the only magnetic topic that 
exercised philosophers in France. 
Mersenne’s letters to Haak and Pell are 
full of notes and requests for information 
on the behaviour of lodestones. But there 
was a basic difference between English 
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and French investigators. Without 
actually setting out to look for them 
John Marr and Henry Gellibrand had 
obtained discrepant results when using 
the same compass in the same place but 
at an interval of some eleven years. Since 
there was apparently only one variable 
in the situation the anomaly demanded 
investigation. It should be noted 
however that the English investigators 
were concerned primarily with the 
behaviour of compasses. Elsewhere in 
Europe although investigators were 
also interested in compasses, they 
were far more interested in lodestones. 
Mersenne’s magnetic programme, in so 
far as it was defined, was one to determine 
exactly how lodestones behaved, 
what their effects were, and how they 
could be modified. His objectives were 
firstly to destroy prevailing ideas that 
lodestones acted through supernatural 
forces of any kind, secondly to delineate 
exactly what they could and could not 
be expected to do on the basis of exact 
empirical knowledge. This done then 
the competing theories advanced about 
them by men such as Nautonnier, 
Cabeo, Kircher, Le Tellier Descartes, or 
Grandami could be assessed.
It was in the execution of this 
programme that Mersenne bombarded 
Haak and Pell with questions and 
observations. Iron was supposed to lose 
its magnetic force when it became red 
hot, but when only strongly heated it 
did not59. If Haak should find anywhere 
a reasonably priced magnet of three to 
ten ounces weight that unarmed lifted 
two to three times its own weight he 
should buy it immediately60. Would it 
be possible to borrow Samual Ward’s 
remarkable lodestone that lifts twenty 
pounds to make experiments with it  ? 
“If I had it with me for a month I should 
greatly increase my observations61”. 
Experiments on lodestones such as 
immersing them in water or cutting 
pieces off them were reported62, and 
offers of help made. ‘If Mr Bond would 
share the grounds for explaining the 
diminution, instead of injuring himself, 
we could perhaps help him somewhat’63.
Quite how Hartlib’s friends reacted to 
Mersenne’s almost obsessive enthusiasm 
for the lodestone we do not know 
in detail. They seem to have tried to 
content him. Haak sent him a copy of 
Samual Ward’s Magnetis reductorium 
theologicum tropologicum64, Mersenne 
having lost his own, and no doubt he 
reported observations. Perhaps too it 
was Mersenne’s enthusiasm that fired 
Haak for his interest in the subject was 
to be durable. In the early 1680s he 
was describing magnetic experiments 
to the Royal society, and so important 
did the subject become to him that a 
magnet figured prominently in his 
portrait painted between 1683 and his 
death in 169065. It was also in the context 
of magnetism that some information 
about the Paris artisan world reached 
London, for this was an area in which the 
savants had a particular need of skilled 
craftsmen.
One of the phenomena that particularly 
intrigued Mersenne was the difference 
in the attractive power displayed by the 
same magnet when it was capped and 
when it was uncapped. These differences 
Mersenne wanted to assess in relation 
with the weight of the stone itself, and 
he eventually decided to base judgement 
of the quality of a lodestone purely on its 
attractive power when unarmed.
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If you can see the lodestone [of 
Samual Ward], that draws twenty-
three pounds capped, uncapped 
and bare, let me know how much 
it weighs and how much iron it 
attracts. I have the weakest of the 
said late Ward, but I was told that it 
attracted ten pounds of iron capped, 
and I find that it only draws seven, 
and that with difficulty… It is a 
strange business that uncapped it 
lifts no more than an ounce of iron, 
and capped it lifts 112 ounces. You 
see that the caps deceive us mar-
vellously, and that it essential to see 
how much it carries completely bare 
to know whether they are good; that 
is why we prefer a natural stone, not 
shaped and naked, than one that is 
armed. And it will be good if it lifts 
as much as its own weight, espe-
cially if it a bit large: for example 
if it weighs one of several pounds, 
or at least half a pound and that it 
lifts more or less as much. I tell you 
this so that you will know how to 
choose66.
Capping or arming a lodestone was 
a skilled and tricky art. It consisted in 
placing iron caps over the poles of the 
stone, which for reasons unknown to both 
artisans and savants, increased the lifting 
power of the instrument. According 
to William Gilbert an armed lodestone 
could lift three times as much weight as 
one unarmed and the iron of the caps 
should be of “the best steel, smoothed, 
shining and even”. His only approach to 
an explanation however was that “Iron 
unites to an armed lodestone more firmly 
than to a lodestone; and on that account 
raises greater weights because the pieces 
of iron stick more pertinaciously to one 
that is armed67”. Over a century and half 
later, J. A. Nollet did not offer even this 
much explanation despite recording a 
proportional difference of weight lifted 
by an unarmed and an armed lodestone 
that was far greater68. Despite the long 
elapse of time there had been little 
conceptual advance but some technical 
improvement. There had also been 
experiment. If Nollet could generalise that 
‘All lodestones do not have equal force: 
and there is hardly anything except the 
test that one makes, that can show what 
each stone can do; for the size, the colour, 
the degree of hardness etc are extremely 
equivocal indicators’, it was because he 
had a century of observations of the kind 
made by Mersenne to draw on.
Daniel Chorez
“Also, there is no doubt but that the 
strength of a lodestone depends a great 
deal on the way in which it armed69.” 
Nollet continued by naming the two 
instrument-makers, Butterfield and 
Joblot, who had high reputations for such 
work at the beginning of the 18th century. 
Mersenne had been equally admirative a 
century earlier of the instrument-maker 
Daniel Chorez. He is a maker of whom 
a great deal of what we can now know 
derives from the Hartlib papers. First 
mentioned in Mersenne’s letters to Haak 
in 1640, news of Chorez and his abilities 
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may have been disseminated throughout 
Hartlib’s circle as he seems to have been 
visited whenever one of Hartlib’s friends 
was in Paris. Thus in 1655 and 1656 news 
of him was sent to London by both 
Morian70 and Erasmus Rasch71, while it 
was Henry Oldenburg who, in July 1659, 
reported his death some two or three 
months earlier72.
Like his older contemporary Philippe 
Danfrie, Chorez was a highly versatile 
craftsman of an original and innovative 
turn of mind. Like Danfrie he was a 
protestant, unlike Danfrie he was not 
married. According to Rasch he was 
self-taught73. Quite what Rasch meant 
by this is unclear for Chorez evidently 
had a sound training in one of the 
skilled mechanical crafts. Probably his 
basic commerce was in the making of 
traditional mathematical instruments 
such as astrolabes, but it is clear that he 
was alert to novelties. He is first heard of 
in 1616 as the maker of a sector, then still 
a new, unusual, instrument. Four years 
later he was already not only making 
telescopes and microscopes, but had also 
developed his own binocular version of 
both. To the engraving and optical skills 
that the making of these instruments 
implies, Chorez added those of the 
horologist and general mechanician for 
he also made pedometers, clockwork 
automata and lifting machines, besides 
being expert in capping lodestones. While 
it was the latter activity that probably 
most excited Mersenne who reported 
largely on their behaviour to Haak, 
Hartlib and his friends were probably 
more interested in a printed description 
of a machine devised by Chorez “for 
moving forces74”. Of this device we know 
nothing (except that Descartes dismissed 
it as a “charlatannerie75”), unless it be 
the same as a machine mentioned by 
Oldenburg in 1659 and of which he 
sent Hartlib a copy of Chorez printed 
description.
Chorez’ invention Oldenburg said 
was the same as that of Cressy Dimmock 
(fl.  1629-1660), that is a machine for 
increasing speed or force indefinitely. 
‘If it be true what is said in this paper 
about ye uses of such a machine, I think 
it is one of ye best inventions, yt ever 
was made. I should be glad to know, 
whether the author thereof has never 
been in England, or whether his name 
be not knowne there; and whether Mr 
Dymocks and hee were never acquainted 
together’76. What Hartlib’s answer to 
these questions was, we do not know, 
as his next three letters to Oldenburg are 
lost. To the second question however an 
affirmative answer can be given. Chorez 
name was, or at least had been, known in 
England thanks to Mersenne. We can also 
know something of his machine from a 
scribal copy of one of the two pamphlets 
that Hartlib had received describing “the 
addition to human force by a geometrical 
machine, which gives the force and 
speed so much sought after at all times, 
newly found out and brought into 
practice by D. Chorez77”. The text that 
follows is a masterpiece of concealment. 
While making striking claims for the 
effects of his machine, Chorez contrives 
to reveal nothing more about it than that 
it is small, light, inexpensive to make, 
easy to use and adaptable to all kinds 
of existing machines that lift, pull or 
push something. Although nothing can 
be deduced from the text, the insistence 
that the device can be applied to so many 
tasks and other machines makes one 
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suspect that it was a frame incorporating 
a series of pulleys.
Oldenburg’s suggestion that Chorez’ 
machine was similar to that of Cressy 
Dimmock raises interesting possibilities. 
The two inventions clearly had similar 
objectives and neither deserves to 
be referred to as a perpetual motion 
machine. In the description that Hartlib 
sent to Oldenburg of Cressy’s machine 
(and on which Oldenburg presumably 
based his comments)78, Hartlib states 
“whereas it hath been for many ages ye 
study and endeavour of many ingenious 
persons to search and find out the way 
to bring strength and time together, or 
to make such an engine yt should keep 
ye same strength with other formerly 
knowne proportionable engins and 
yet, wthout applying more strength (as 
more or stronger men, horses, etc) to 
obtaine a considerable swiftness above 
yt former Engine, it stands compared 
wth; or (wch is all one) to keep the same 
degree of swiftness and obtain a strength 
considerably greater, yn ye former Engine 
hath:”. This is little more than a long-
winded expression of Chorez statement 
that he “has invented a machine which is 
so easy (to use) that one Person will effect 
more wth it, than two others with any 
other machine, whichever one chooses 
among those which have gone before, 
and that in the same time79”. If the two 
machines were really quite similar then 
the question arises as to whether the text 
sent by Oldenburg in 1659 was the same 
as, or a revised version of, that which 
Mersenne had sent in 1640. If so then 
an influence from Chorez is possible 
since Dymock seems to have begun 
developing his machine in the mid- to 
late 1640s. But this influence would 
have been the reverse of that which had 
seemed possible to Oldenburg.
However exceptional he may have 
been, Daniel Chorez was not an isolated 
figure either as instrument-maker or as 
inventor. Inventions (in which projects 
for the organisation of resources and 
the exploitation of new ideas may be 
included) were of particular importance 
to Hartlib for it was through them that 
“Improvement” could take place. The 
technical innovations that Mersenne 
announced to Haak found a ready echo 
in London. What seemed noteworthy to 
Hartlib was recorded in his Ephemerides. 
In 1648, for example, Mersenne writes to 
Mr  Haak that the draught of the flying 
machine out of Polonia is sent to him 
and that there is one with him who is 
fully persuaded that he can make the 
perpetuum mobile’80. Information was 
also passed on to his correspondents81. 
Reported in Mersenne’s letters to Haak 
are devices as diverse as lenses and 
telescopes82, ways of finding longitude83 
the manufacture of salt-petre from 
excrement84, musical instruments85, and 
perpetual motion86. Other correspondents 
also reported on what could interest 
Hartlib. The connoisseur and diplomatic 
agent, Bathazer Gerbier, gave a rather 
negative account of Pascal’s calculating 
machines87, and Oldenburg’s pupil 
Richard Jones, ‘knowing very well the 
love you bear to all sortes of ingenuities’ 
wrote to describe a remarkable machine 
for lifting weights that he had seen 
near Tours, about the yield of grain, the 
popularity of mushrooms in France, and 





Many of the inventions reported 
to Hartlib were of little importance. 
They were ideas still to be worked out, 
curiosities with little or no application, 
devices so specific to a particular context 
that they could only with great difficulty, 
if at all, be adapted for use elsewhere. 
Most are mentioned once and then heard 
of no more. A few however provoked 
strong interestand a sustained enquiry. 
By way of example the numerous 
projects associated with Jean Le Maire 
may briefly be examined.
Jean Le Maire was neither philosopher 
nor instrument-maker; He was an 
inventive gentleman, an exponent of 
practical mathematics. Born in 1581 
Le Maire, ‘gentleman of the King’s 
Bedchamber’, proposed among other 
things the construction of a canal across 
France linking the Atlantic with the 
Mediterranean (a precursor of Riquet’s 
canal du Languedoc), invented two 
new types of musical instrument, the 
Almerie (an anagram of his own name) 
and the Archivole, together with a new 
form of tablature and a new way of 
teaching music. The latter was linked 
with a method of language-teaching 
faster and easier than those in use, and 
with communication schemes based on 
universal language. In more traditional 
style he invented an universal surveying 
instrument — the Brachymere — and a 
navigating marvel —  the Mecomere  — 
which, so Hartlib enthusiastically 
informed Lord Robartes “will give us 
the Longitude & exactly both at Sea 
and Land so exactly that there shal 
bee no need any more the helpe of the 
Compass89”. All these inventions seemed 
so important that Hartlib was happy to 
obtain a copy of the Privilège accorded to 
Le Maire to publish his discoveries90.
Of all Le Maire’s projects, those that 
came closest to success were those 
related to music. Perhaps this was 
because he was urged on in them by 
Mersenne who found them of special 
interest. He reported on them copiously 
and enthusiastically to Haak, Villiers, 
and Doni. Examples of both Le Maire’s 
new instruments were made and played 
to the applause of a select audience in 
Paris by Jacques de Goüy (c.  1610-post 
1650)91, who also published a sample 
of music in Le Maire’s new notation92. 
At least one example of the archivole 
was sent to London, probably in 164893. 
Destined for Charles  I, the instrument 
survived the Interregnum to be 
purchased by Spring in 165994. Thereafter 
“by My Ld. Brereton’s care and expences 
made perfect; comprehending both and 
organ and a Concert of 5. Or 6. Viols 
in one, giving an excellent harmony, 
very solemne and most fit for religious 
musick”, it was displayed to the Royal 
Society by Brereton in October 166495.
Le Maire and his projects were brought 
to the attention of other English visitors 
in Paris in the 1640s. A copy of the 
‘Méthode pour la musique Almérique’ 
among the papers of Thomas Hobbes 
was probably sent to him by Mersenne 
although it could have been acquired by 
Hobbes himself96. Bathazar Gerbier, by 
contrast, was primed by Hartlib, who 
sent him copies of the letters concerning 
Le Maire that had been received in 1640. 
Gerbier however was already aware of 
Le Maire and unimpressed:
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For I have seen the Man long 
since, and was (with Honourable 
Countess of Claire) to see his 
Musicall instrument which is 
Harmonious, he hath many things 
jn his head, butt is not befriended by 
the best Professors of sciences and 
knowledge jn these parts, which 
want none that are excellent; he is 
a Narcissus of him selfe, and heady 
on his Inventions; he hath jnvented 
new names to the Notes of Musick, 
as iff you should say Ra, instead of 
Ré, which passeth for idle among 
the Musicians.
Gerbier’s judgement was perhaps 
not too harsh. When Haak enquired 
about Le Maire on renewing his 
correspondence with Mersenne in 1647, 
he must have received a disillusioned 
reply as he wondered in the following 
letter “what aim monsieur Le Maire 
has to be so niggardly of the public 
good in his inventions. What serves, 
and to whom, talent hidden in a pocket 
handkerchief97 ?”
Differences and Influences
What seemed incomprehensible to 
Haak, Hartlib and others of their circle 
dedicated to the publicising of new 
inventions and the free circulation 
of ideas, was perfectly evident to the 
inventors themselves. Inventions were 
made in the hope of gain. Privileges 
such as Le Maire obtained were needed 
to protect them; patronage and support 
were required to execute them. Lack of 
such things could inhibit discovery. This 
was exactly one of the reasons Oldenburg 
adduced in explaining to Hartlib why
I doubt very much, whether 
ye French will produce any great 
matter in point of Tubes, or chy-
mistry, or any mechaniques; They 
have not yt required steddiness; and 
besides, they complaine of want of 
encouragement by men of power 
and means; witness they say, Monsr 
Chorez, who had the same inven-
tion, yt Mr Dymocks hath, but for 
want of assuring him of a recom-
pence for putting it into practise and 
for discovering it to others, he took 
it wth him into his grave98.
Failure to follow through on an 
innovation, complaints about lack of 
support, preferring to allow a potentially 
useful idea die with its conceiver 
rather than make it freely available, 
all this was very different from the 
ideology of the Hartlib circle. Even if 
Oldenburg’s comments derive in part 
from his chauvinism, the palpable 
disappointment with Paris revealed 
in his letters to Hartlib also reflects an 
only partially articulated recognition 
that philosophical activity there was 
not in the Hartlibian mode. Although 
Haak could assimilate Mersenne to his 
own circle, telling him in 1647 that he 
will be happy once again to serve him, 
nonetheless “the true end of my desire 
since yours have always been, and still 
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remain so publicly, dedicated to the well-
being and relief of this mortal state99”, 
there was in fact no true sympathy. 
Mersenne’s approach to nature was 
fundamentally far more rationalist than 
that of the Hartlib group. He was more 
interested in correspondence for the 
information of other savants than he was 
in correspondence to reform society.
For the purposes of immediate, daily 
practice then, Hartlib and his group were 
able to draw rather little from France. 
The correspondence with Mersenne 
failed to sustain itself, and that with 
Jean Doujat, who had written to Hartlib 
in August 1644 proposing a monthly 
correspondence of news about books, 
and people ‘and generally to do all that is 
possible for me to content your curiosity 
in everything that does not concern 
politics’, never even got off the ground100. 
Even so, some information did cross 
the Channel: Gassendi’s biography of 
Peiresc (a pioneering essay in intellectual 
biography) was translated into English 
largely thanks to Hartlib, one major 
philosophical discovery (the temporal 
change in magnetic declination), owed 
its dissemination to the two groups, and 
another (experiments on the vacuum) 
also owed something to their activities. 
More generally there are some striking 
parallels that attest to a stimulus whether 
perceived or not. Hartlib’s ‘Office of 
address’ project was largely based on 
the Bureau d’adresse of Théophraste 
Renaudot established in Paris in 1630 or 
perhaps a year of two earlier101. Hartlib’s 
first information about it derived from 
a letter from Mersenne to Haak in 
1639102, and it so impressed him that 
the following year he noted ‘it were 
not amiss to send all manner of curious 
occasions and raritys to the Conference 
College at Paris that upon them they 
might have conferences, eg the prophet 
at Hamburg, the self-accusing man, 
Dr  Mery’s Serpent’103. A letter to an 
unnamed correspondent in January 1642 
praised the weekly conferences highly104, 
and efforts to get more information 
were successful in 1647 or 1648 when 
Gerard Boate supplied copies of some of 
Renaudot’s printed pamphlets about the 
Bureau105.
Renaudot’s Bureau d’adresse was an 
existent institution offering a defined 
model to follow. Other parallels that 
can be adduced are more nebulous. The 
philosophical club founded in London 
“…for diversion sake in an innocent and 
virtuous manner106” in 1645 probably on 
the suggestion of Haak107, recalls not only 
the conferences of the Bureau d’Adresse, 
but also the numerous discussion groups 
of this kind that were already meeting 
in Paris, some of which, like those that 
met around Mersenne himself and 
around the Duchess d’Aiguillon in the 
Petit Luxembourg, specialised in topics 
of natural history and mathematics108. 
Optical activity in Paris, which like 
magnetism, linked savants with the 
mathematical instrument-makers, could 
also have provoked English emulation. 
In December 1639 Mersenne sent a 
description of the optical works of 
Daniel Aubery (1617-1645), who ‘…has 
had a forge made in his house, and has 
had 200 files constructed to make an 
instrument to observe asterisms with his 
telescopes. He employs 2 or 3 of the most 
able workman he could find to help him. 
He wants to make all sorts of conical 
telescopes but only for himself or for a 
few of his more particular friends109’.
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Aubery had some success in his 
glass-works. By late January a good 2ft 
telescope had been prepared and he had 
completed a 2ft spherical lenses that 
showed Venus as large as the Moon; 
he was undertaking the grinding of 
hyperbolic lenses which he expected 
to have completed by the spring, and 
was planning a 10ft telescope110  ; just 
over a year later Richard Reeve, the first 
outstanding English optician appears 
for the first time on record attempting 
to grind hyperbolical lenses for Charles 
Cavendish and John Pell both of whom 
were in direct contact with Mersenne. 
The coincidence is striking. Shortly 
afterwards it was probably Reeve who 
was installed in Jonathan Goddard’s 
house making lenses that were used by 
the whole group of English astronomers 
centred on Gresham College, many of 
whom also belonged to the discussion 
group initiated by Haak111.
Parallels such as these are suggestive. 
Technical and intellectual transfer can 
take place at many levels of society, 
directly and indirectly. From Hartlib’s 
papers it is clear that some specific 
techniques were transmitted from 
France to England during this period by 
the simple movement of a craftsman or 
an entrepreneur carrying the technique 
with them. A clear example is Pierre 
Blondeau’s introduction of milled 
coinage112. Other techniques could 
be transmitted by description verbal, 
written or pictorial, and Chorez’ machine 
for augmenting human force may be 
one such. Other innovations however 
could be the result of emulation, of 
the stimulus provided by even vague 
reports of something similar being done 
elsewhere. All these kinds of innovation 
could benefit from the reassurance, 
emotional and psychological, which 
came from knowing that other groups of 
men were engaged in similar tasks and 
activities. The knowledge derived by 
the Hartlib circle from Paris, incomplete, 
discontinuous, often trivial though it was, 
operated in such ways. The empiricism 
displayed by French savants reinforced 
that of their English counterparts, striking 
inventions stimulated competition 
and improvement, institutional 
structures and research programmes 
supplied models for analysis and 
adaptation. Given the widely different 
ideological presuppositions of a 
providentialist Puritan and a Minime 
friar, it was probably inevitable that 
communication between Paris and 
London would be sporadic and subject 
to misunderstanding. Nonetheless some 
common ground could be explored; the 
results were not negligible.
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Appendix 1. Announcement of a machine by 
Daniel Chorez. Hartlib Papers 63/101/1A-2B.
Copy in a scribal hand.
L’Addition à la Force Humaine
Par Machine de Geometrie, qui donne 
la force et la vitesse tant Cherchée en tout 
temps, trouvée nouvellement et mise en 
pratique par D. Chorez.
Lequel a inuenté une machine si facile, 
qu’une Personne fera plus d’effet auec 
icelle, que deux autres ne feront, avec 
une Autre machine, qu’elle qu’on voudra 
prendre d’entres celles qui on precede, Et 
ce en mesme temps.
Ladite machine est aisée à faire, et de 
peu de coust est facile à porter, n’occupe 
guerre d’espase, et peut estre facilement 
employee par toute sorte de personnes, 
à cause de la simplicité de son usage. 
Ce qu’elle difere de plusieurs autres 
machines es de peu devaleur et de façon : 
neanmoins c’est en cela que consiste l’in-
vention de multiplier la force humaine : 
ilsera aise d’adiouster ceste difference et 
invention à toutes les machines de quoy 
les homes se servent pour lever, tirer ou 
pousser ce qu’on ne peut autrement.
Et pour monstrer qu’elle profitera à 
tous, le Roy en recou un tres grand profit 
sans fouler son people  : car tous ate-
liers Royaux se feront plus aisement et 
prompement : le sel ne coustera pas tant 
amonter, par des rivières, les ponts et 
quais ne seront endommager par le ren-
fort des chevaux, qu’on prend ordinaire-
ment pour monter les ponts et destroys 
dont de debris qui se fait fort souvent 
est reperé aux despens du Roy. Car les 
Batteliers et autres personnes se pour-
ront monter eux mesmes car ils cognois-
tront les cous leur ester plus doux et 
Favorable sans ester en peril de leur voi-
ture et personnes.
Les canons et autres machines Royales 
seront maniez plus aisement, tant pour 
les monter et descendre, que pour les 
mener par lieux montagneux ou mares-
cageux ou les chevaux ne les pouvent 
trainer, les hommes serviront et feront 
un effet plus merveilleux à peu de frais.
On pourra battre la poudre à canon 
fort aysement et par consequent éviter le 
grand malheur qui arrive quant le feu se 
met dans une grande quantité de poudre, 
qui cause la ruine de tout ce qui est voisin, 
et donne un grand avantage à l’ennemy. 
Car les matieres peuvent estre conservée 
fort aisement avec peu de hazard puis en 
pourra faire promptement de la poudre 
au besoin, par le moyen de ladite inven-
tion. Et quant il plaira au Roy de faire 
travailler aux mines qui se trouvent dans 
ses Roygaumes, ou à plusieurs canaux 
qui ont este proposer pour naviger d’un 
fleuve à l’Autre ou par la communica-
tion des deus [sic] mers par La France, 
ceste invention apportera l’espargne et 
la diligence predite.
Il se trouvera encore une infinité d’ou-
vrages, ou ladite invention ou partie 
d’icelle estant adaptée une personne fera 
plus d’ouvrage que ne souloient faire 
plusieurs.
Tout massons et Charpentiers empour-
ront lever fait battre pilotes, et espuiser 
les eaux pour fonder les ponts et autres 
grans edifices, abregeront leur travail, et 
saveront beaucoup de despense.
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Tous ceux qui travaillent dans terre 
recevront un soulagement non pareil, 
car une grande partie de leur temps est 
employé à lever, soit terre ou eaux, ou 
pierre, ou metaux, et Autre chose pesante 
comme ardoise et charbon de mine.
La mesme invention server tous pres-
sions, tant à vins qu’huile et à draps et 
à tirer le fil d’or et d’argent, de cuivre et 
de laiton de fer et sier, et toutes sortes 
de moulins à faute d’eaux ou de vent à 
tirer l’eau des lieux forts profonds, et la 
faire monter fort haut pour esteindre un 
grand feu qu’on n’ose approcher.
Tout Batteliers et Muniers pouront 
charger et decharger promptement leurs 
bateaux, nauires et galers, sortir des 
Havres, lever leurs ancres, leurs voilles 
et autres choses de semblable impor-
tance, ou la diligence est tellement res-
quise qu’une minute de retardement est 
souvent cause d’un naufrage. Et quant 
Cette invention leur sera bien cogneue 
et adaptée à la preparation convenable 
à leurs vaisseaux, ils advanceront leur 
chemin en temps de bonasse et se main-
tiendront contre le courant des mares, 
et contre le vent qui les pousse vers les 
costs et par ce moyen eviter un naufrage.
Ledit Chorez offer de monstrer l’effet 
de ce qu’il propose dans trois jours, 
estant asseuré (au prealable) d’une 
recompense honneste, avec le priuilege 
ordinairement octroye à tous ceux qui 
procure le profit du Roy et du public. Et 
peu de temps après metre en lumiere un 
livre auquel ladite machine sera figure et 
son usage descript, avec le moyen facile 
de l’adapter a toutes celles qui sont pre-
venues à sa cognoissance, les quelles 
apporteront la facilite et l’espargne 
predite.
Il demeure à Paris proche le Pont au 
Double du Coste de portau Foine.
Appendix 2. Extract from a draft or copy of a 
privilege for Jean Le Maire to publish his inven-
tions. Hartlib Papers 18/2/45A-B.
Louis &  : a Nos Aimés et feaux 
Conseillers etc. Salut
Nostre bien aimé Iean Le Maire, Sieur 
de Vaude, Gentilhomme ordinaire de 
nostre Chambre, Nous a remonstré, 
que depuis XXXV ans ença il auroit 
grandement travaillé à l’Esclaircis-
semnt et Facilité tant des Arts liberaux, 
que Sciences des Mathematiques et 
Philosophie, et mesmes en avoit com-
pose plusieurs Livres et traittés pour 
l’utilité publique, tant en Latin, qu’en 
François, par le moyen desquels on peut 
en fort peu de Temps venir à leur par-
faitte cognoissance.
Entre autres  : sur la Traduction des 
Langues, l’Alphabet universel ; une 
Logique Physique demonstrative, vne 
Arithmétique nouvelle et facile. Un 
Traitté de la Musique lisante ; avec des 
Notes, Characteres, et Preceptes, tant 
pour la Theorie, que Pratique d’icelle, 
autres que les Communs. Un traitté tou-
chant la Constitution d’un instrument 
de Musique nouveau, nommé Almerie, 
approchant de la figure d’un Luth, sur 
lequel on peut exprimer facilement les 
trois genres de Musique, Diatonique, 
Chromatique et Enharmonique, avec l’Ex-
plication de la dite Musique, et la maniere 
de la pratiquer sur le dit Instrument et 
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tous autres. L’Explication et l’Usage de 
l’Instrument a leuer les plans, dresser 
les Cartes Geographiques dit Mecomere ; 
et d’un autre Instrument pour facilter la 
Navigation dit Brachymere. Certaines 
Cartes Geographiques, La Topographie 
de Languedoc et autres Provinces ; les 
Descriptions et figures des Machines et 
Escluses desquelles il entend se server 
pour l’Execution du Traitté, que Nous 
luy avons fait, pour la Communication 
de la Mer Mediterranée, et de l’Ocean 
par la Rivière de Garonne et de l’Aude 
dans ledit pais de Languedoc’.
All which, Le Maire wishing to pub-
lish, he is accorded a ‘privilège de pro-
tection’ with a6000 livres fine for those 
who infringe it.
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